Abstract. Studies have been made on positron lifetimes in carbon blacks and carbon black filled polybutadiene. The results for the carbon blacks can be interpreted with the aid of the theoretical results of Brandt and Paulin : Phys. Rev. B5, 2430 (1972) and show that while positron annihilation occurs principally from abound state, diffusion in the carbon black is extremely small. A numerical upper limit on the diffusion coefficient has been obtained. The data from the rubber is discussed with the aid of a specially developed extension of the previous theory. Here one finds that whereas the variations in the long-component intensity with carbon black loading can be very satisfactorily explained, there is again no evidence for any diffusion effects in the rubber, and an upper limit can be placed on the diffusion coefficient here also. Indeed the variation in the long-component intensity with particle size goes the opposite way to what one would expect if diffusion were dominant. This effect is attributed to the increase in the amount of bound rubber as the particle size is reduced, and the consequent increase in the number of annihilation sites.
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The physical behaviour of non-crystalline polymers above their glass transition may be considerably modified by the incorporation of a reinforcing filler such as carbon black. Despite extensive investigation of reinforcement, motivated by its great technological importance, understanding of it is still largely phenomenological, and recent reviews [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] emphasize the multiplicity and complexity of the processes involved. These systems, and indeed carbon black itself, are ideally suited for study by the positron lifetime technique, in view of their interesting structure and free radical content. One characteristic of the polymer which is known to be modified near the filler surface is the degree of motion which the molecules achieve, because a chain is effectively immobilized at a point of adsorption on a particle. Evidence of such immobilization has been found in NMR studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and also in thermal expansion measurements [12] . In two of the NMR studies [-7, 10] , at least two regions of differing mobility * Now at Randall Laboratory of Physics, University of Michigan, 500 East University, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA.
were found in bound rubber from which the unbound rubber had been extracted with a solvent. Possible molecular configurations in bound rubber have been discussed by several authors [8, 10, 13] . The above-mentioned experiments typically yield a length which characterizes the approach of the mean value of the polymer property concerned (for example, molecular motion) to its asymptotic value remote from the filler surface. In the absence of more detailed information, the customary description of this length as a layer thickness should not be taken to imply any unusually large gradient of the polymer property at this distance from the filler surface.
Experimental Procedure
The positron lifetime spectrometer is as described previously [14] , except that its time resolution, measured with 6~
has been improved to 400 ps FWHM. The positron source was 5 g Ci of 22Na in a mica and nickel foil sandwich. RCA8575 photomultipliers and NE 111 scintillators were employed, and timing signals 0340-3793/79/0018/0085/$01.60 derived using Ortec270 constant fraction discriminators were applied to an Ortec457 time to pulse height converter. Energy windows were set at 0.65-1.3 MeV for the start channel and 0.15 to 0.5 MeV for the stop channel. The start pulses were delayed and gated by the stop pulses to reduce the dead time of the converter. The lifetime spectra were analysed by the method of weighted least squares into two "sample" components, one "source" component and a constant background [15] . Each component consisted of a decaying truncated exponential folded with the measured resolution function. Positron measurements were made on a) five different types of carbon black, b) filled rubber as a function of proportion of black for a single black type, and c) filled rubber as a function of black type for a fixed proportion of black. Some properties of the carbon blacks used are listed in Table 1 . EM particle diameters were measured with an Electron Microscope, the specific surface areas were determined by nitrogen absorption (BET method) and the spin concentrations were determined by paramagnetic resonance [,16] . The rubber was cispolybutadiene (Shell Cariflex BR1220) of density 1.01 g cm -3. The characteristics of the filled rubber samples are shown in Table 2 , in which the proportion of carbon black is given in p.h.r. (parts per hundred of rubber, by weight). The samples include some of those used in a previously cited NMR study [10] in which fuller details of sample preparation are given. Samples A-E are identical to the corresponding ones in [-10] , and F-J differ from their counterparts in [,10 ] only in having been milled an additional ten times during preparation. The filled samples were prepared several months before measurements were made, to allow the bound rubber to approach its limiting value [1] . Measurements on the filled rubber samples were made with the positron source sandwiched between two 2 cm x 2 cm x 2 mm pieces of the material concerned.
Results and Discussion
The results of the measurements are shown in Table 3 , in which all quoted errors are one standard deviation, computed from the counting statistics only. (Note that z 1 is in ps and z 2 in ns.) We start with a discussion of the carbon black results.
Carbon Black
These results can be interpreted with the aid of the theoretical work of Brandt and Paulin [17] on combined positron diffusion and annihilation. They consider positrons thermalizing in a target consisting of small solids (spheres, cylinders or foils) interspersed with voids in which positrons are not stopped, (but into which they can diffuse as positronium) and obtain an expression for the fraction of particles n(t) remaining at a time t after entry, which exhibits the time spectrum explicitly. Their result for spherical particles is
where 
Attribution of the whole of the calculated background to the long component would give r = 0.04, but the true background is observable in the time spectrum on one side of the peak, and from it one can reasonably infer that r =0.01. A value for p is more difficult to obtain. Apart from the present work, the only experimental evidence seems to be that of Berko [18] , who observed the energy spectrum of the annihilation gammas with an NaI(//) detector, and found no perceptible filling-in of the minimum between the 0.51MeV photopeak and Compton edge, such as would be produced by 3-gamma annihilation. This observation is however, also quite consistent with rapid pickoff. For free delocalised positrons in carbon black, the Dirac formula gives a lifetime of 334ps (excluding atomic core contributions), but this will be reduced by the polarisation of the electron distribution by the charge of the positron. This effect can be estimated from the theory of Brandt and Reinheimer for impurity screening in amorphous semiconductors [19] . Using the band-gap parameter appropriate for graphite in their closely related theory for crystalline semiconductors [20] (which predicts positron annihilation rates within 10 % of the observed values for Si and Oe), but setting the amorphicity to 1 and using the valence electron density appropriate for carbon black, one finds an electron density enhancement factor at the positron of 2.89, which would reduce the free positron lifetime to ll6ps. This result is insensitive to the assumed band-gap value, and Brandt and Reinheimer [19] cited evidence that the observed bandgap is usually insensitive to the crystallineamorphous transition. The band structure of carbon black is unusual and poorly understood [21] , but this seems unlikely to lengthen the free positron lifetime by a factor of four. The observed 400 ps lifetime must therefore be attributed not to free positrons, but to a longer-lived bound state which is formed in much less than ll6ps. The likelihood of this state being positronium-like will depend inter alia on the distribution of free volume in the material. X-ray diffraction and phase contrast electron microscopy show carbon black to consist of an incompletely ordered assembly of graphitic carbon planes, and the existence in carbon black of pores of atomic dimensions is confirmed by gas absorption measurements [6] . The x-ray data can be interpreted as giving a mean defect-free distance, which in Philblack A, for example, is about 1.5 nm, leading to a defect concentration of order 3 x 102~ cm -3. This figure is two orders of magnitude higher than the F-centre concentration sufficient to trap 10 % [22] to 20 % [23] of positrons in KC1, and is also within a factor of two of the observed ESR spin concentration in this black [16-1, although insufficient data are available to determine whether or not this agreement is fortuitous. It has thus been established that a) essentially all annihilation is occurring from a bound state, and b) the usual qualitative conditions for positronium formation are satisfied. It is hence not unreasonable to assume tentatively that positronium (or quasipositronium [24] ) is formed with near unit probability in carbon black (although final confirmation of this assumption must await magnetic quenching and angular correlation experiments). Thus putting p = 1 in (3), the radial diffusion coefficients of the bound state (whatever its nature) in the carbon blacks with the largest (SRF) and smallest (ISAF) particles must satisfy DSR F < 1.3 x 10-6 cm 2 s-1 ;
where the appropriate values of R from Table 1 have been used. These unusually low values may result from a) the fact, clearly apparent from high-resolution electron micrographs [6] , that the graphitic 'planes' near the particle surface are curved and concentric with the surface, and would thus restrict radial diffusion; and possibly b) partial binding of the electron or positron to another atom, i.e., the state may be better described as quasi-positronium. Such states are not at present well understood [24] . Further evidence for the essential immobility of the bound positrons is given by the complete insensitivity of the lifetime to changes of over an order of magnitude in the unpaired spin concentration in the carbon blacks (Table 1 ). In GPF, the typical distance between unpaired spins is 1 nm, and an appreciable quenching rate would therefore be expected if the bound positrons were able to encounter these spins.
Filled Rubber
The Brandt and Paulin analysis, which leads to (1) and (2), is not directly applicable to the filled rubber results, because there is an appreciable probability of positrons thermalizing outside the carbon black particles (i.e. in the rubber), and there may be diffusion of positrons from the rubber to the black 9 An analytical solution for a modified model can, however, be obtained by the use of simplifying assumptions which are suggested by the experimental results and which are basically similar to those of Brandt and Paulin. The model consists of two concentric spheres of radii a and b, the region B defined by 0<_r<a representing a carbon black particle, and a<r<__b representing a region R of rubber belonging to this particle in a sense to be explained 9 Positrons are assumed to thermalise with a probability density which is uniform in B, and also uniform, with a different value, in R; they annihilate at a rate 7B in B. In R, where positrons have diffusion coefficient D, a fraction q5 of them annihilate at a rate ~ and the remainder at a lower rate YR. The simplifying assumptions are 1) no positrons escape from B, and 2) the surface of B is an ideal sink for positrons arriving from R, which subsequently annihilate at a rate ?B in B. The data in Table 3 show that yB~6?R, SO that assumption 2) should be at least qualitatively correct. The quantity a is of course the radius of the carbon black particle, and b is established as follows. Every carbon particle in the rubber defines a region, similar to a Wigner-Seitz cell, such that a positron in this cell has higher probability of diffusing to the particle within the cell than to any other, b is chosen as an average radius of such a cell by equating the shell volume 4rc(b 3 -a3)/3 to the average volume of rubber per carbon particle: b/a=fv-1/3 where f~ is the volume fraction of carbon black. The definition of the cell implies that at its boundary surface the normal derivative of the positron concentration vanishes 9 The boundary is therefore effectively impermeable, and only one cell need be considered. In place of (1) and (2) one obtains the following results 
where the following abbreviations have been used (cf.
(1) and (2) The derivation of (4) and (5) will be found in the Appendix, Similar results are obtainable for plane and cylindrical geometries. For D=0 and D= oe one retrieves the expected results n(~) = nR(O) [4) 
exp(--7~t) +(1--qS) exp(--VRt)]+n~(0) exp(--~Bt) and n(t)
= [na(0 ) + n,(0)] exp(-7Bt), respectively. As with (1), a finite value of D replaces each exponential characterising the region out of which diffusion occurs with an infinite sum of exponentials each of higher decay rate than the original. Interpretation of time spectra using (4) is however more difficult than using (1) because g 2 in (4) is negative in the present experiment, whereas g2 in (1) was positive. In consequence, the range of decay rates derived from 7R will include (and that derived from G may include) the rate 7B associated with ~b. When a decay rate in a summation is equal to 7B, its coefficient becomes infinite, but is exactly cancelled by an identical coefficient of opposite sign in ~b, and the total contribution to n(t) remains well-behaved. Apart from such effects (which are essentially unobservable), the coefficients in the summations decrease rapidly with increasing v because (v-1)re <x~ < (v-1/2). The term v = 1 in the second summation of (4) dominates the other long lifetime components provided that its decay rate is well separated from ?B, which will clearly be true if it is to describe the data of Table 3 . This conclusion has been verified by numerical calculation of the leading coefficients of (4) for a wide range of parameter values. Extensive approximation is required before (4) can be compared with the results of a two-component time spectrum analysis. It is clear from Table 3 that the composition of the filled rubber samples affects principally the relative intensities of the components. Note also that the lifetime "52 is constant within experimental error, which implies fi2 ~ 1, and zl varies over a range of only 5%, which implies 7=~7B. Considering in addition that 7~ a is about equal to the system FWHM time resolution, a suitable approximation is to assume that the exponential in (4) with the smallest decay rate can be identified with the observed long component, and that all other exponentials are unresolved and contribute to the short component only. This gives should be increaged by decreasing the particle size at constant weight loading. (This conclusion depends essentially only on having 7R~TB, and not on the particular geometry or approximation used. Such effects are characteristic of first-order processes in series, the best-known example being transient equilibrium of radioactive species [25] ). The 12 data in Table 3 for samples F-J (which are listed in order of decreasing particle size-see Table 2 ) do not conform to the above prediction.
= nR(O ) + nB(O ) (6)
Thus the dependence of I z on carbon black type cannot be explained on the basis of a model in which diffusion plays a dominant role, since the latter predicts an increase in 12 with increasing particle surface area contrary to experimental observation. We return later to discuss this aspect of the experimental data and in the meantime explore the implications of a negligible value of the diffusion coefficient in conjunction with the data on samples A to E. Suppose then that D = 0, 7= = 7B, and that the probability for a positron to thermalize in carbon black is k times that for an equal mass of rubber. Then the time spectrum for a sample with loading f phr is proportional to (rubber spectrum) + kf/lO0. (carbon black spectrum). If the rubber spectrum (which was not observed) has a ratio of short to long component intensities G, then we should have
A weighted least squares fit of (7) to the data for samples A to E, using the standard deviations given in Table 3 , yields a Z 2 value of 7.57, which is less than the 5 % level with 3 d.f. The fit can therefore be considered excellent (see Fig. 1 ) particularly in view of the fact that )i2 will have been increased by departures from the assumptions and by the use of the computed standard deviations of 12, which err on the small side because they exclude any source of error other than counting statistics. The fit yields a value for k of 2.5+0.09. There is, of course, another way in which we can obtain a value for k. The probability density p(x) with which positrons from a radioactive source thermalize a distance x from the entry surface in a homogeneous solid is often approximated [26, 27] by
and L6bl and Paulin have shown [28] that for many solid elements and diatomic compounds, the absorption coefficient is well approximated by
where 0 is the density of the solid in gcm -3, ZCrf is a specially defined average atomic number of the solid, (8) were unconditionally valid, the positron thermalization rate in a (homogeneous) volume element of dimensions ~ c~-1 would be proportional to the local value of c~, and the thermalization rate per unit mass would therefore be proportional to the local value of c~/O a quantity which according to (9) depends only weakly on the nature of the solid. The value of k calculated from (8) and (9) is in fact 1.07, in clear disagreement with the experimental value. The exponential approximation (8) is, however, known (from electron data [29, 30] , which are more extensive than positron data) to result fortuitously from the convolution of typical beta energy spectra with the highly non-exponential absorption curves for mono-energetic beta particles. The true value of k will depend on the relative properties of rubber and carbon black for positrons with energies of order 10 eV, and at such energies a) the probability of formation of a bound state is important, and will depend sensitively on the material, and b) the positron directions of motion will already be randomized. There is thus no particular reason to expect (8) to predict the value of k correctly for an inhomogeneous medium (although it should give a reasonable estimate of the total transmission through a thin inhomogeneous slice). It is now clear that our assumption that diffusion effects as a function of loading are not observable in samples A-E is correct, and this enables an approximate upper limit for the diffusion coefficient to be obtained. Some correction is necessary for the partial fusing together of some of the spherical carbon black particles, which reduces the available surface area.
Brandt has shown [-26 ], for the model leading to (1) and (2) , that the fraction of positrons which escape from a solid before annihilating is insensitive to the shape of the solid, and can be adequately calculated from the density and the specific surface area alone. A similar result should hold for (4) and (5), at least for the moderate values of b/a which apply to the present samples, and the effective particle radius can thus be obtained from the surface area data of Table 1 . Diffusion effects should be largest for sample A, where the standard deviation of 12 is 0.19 % and a change of 1% in 12 would therefore have been easily perceptible. Hence 2 2 /~Rxt < 10-2lg2l, and using the value x 1 ~ 1.36 appropriate to the volume fraction 0.352 corresponding to a loading of 100phr, one finds fl2<2.8 x 10 -2 and thus D<7.2x 10-ScmZs -1. Brandt and Paulin [17] found a value of D=2.5 x 10-4cm2s -1 for the much more confined environment of MgO. (It should be noted incidentally that the non-observation of diffusion effects cannot be attributed to poor dispersion of the carbon black, since the previous study on these samples El01 showed that bound rubber increased with loading and that essentially all of the carbon black participated in the formation of bound rubber.) We return now to the interpretation of data from samples F-J and the observed decrease in 12 with surface area. It is unlikely that this decrease in 12 is due to differences in the filler particles in view of the constancy of the carbon black data of Table 3 . Rather, the variation in 12 is more likely associated with the rubber medium where, for example, no distinction has been made in the model between bound and unbound rubber rlOl. if such considerations were to lead to an increase of 25 % in the amount, q~, of short rubber component in going from SRF to ISAF, this would account for the changes in I t and 12. (The estimate assumes, of course, zero diffusion). In a related ESR study on similar samples [16] a stable free radical signal has been observed in the filled rubber, the intensity of which increases linearly with the amount of bound rubber present. Coupled with the observation that bound rubber content increases with increasing surface area of the black, it is entirely reasonable that the presence of free radical species in the bound rubber would lead to a decrease in 12. However, in the same ESR study there was no obvious correlation when rubber spin concentration was determined directly as a function of carbon black surface area. Whether this derives from an inability to sufficiently reduce the errors in spin assays as a function of surface area or is due to some more fundamental property of the filled materials is still an open question and as such our interpretation must be viewed as tentative. 3 . Conclusions 1) Evidence has been presented that annihilation of positrons in carbon black occurs principally from a bound state.
2) The variation in the long component intensity with loading has been satisfactorily explained.
3) Diffusion effects both in the carbon black and the rubber have been shown to be small and upper limits have been obtained for the diffusion coefficients of the postulated quasi-positronium state in carbon black and for positronium in polybutadiene. 4) A tentative explanation has been given for the observed decrease in long component intensity with increasing surface area of the carbon black filler in terms of the stable free radicals formed in the bound rubber component.
Appendix

Diffusion of Unstable Particles in Concentric Spheres
The derivation of (4) and (5) will be outlined. The method is similar to that used by Brandt and Paulin [17] to derive the equations reproduced here as (1) and (2) . It is convenient to describe the problem in terms of diffusion of unstable particles of unspecified nature 9 Let ~(.r, t) be the probability density for finding an unstable particle at position _r and time t. It satisfies the diffusion-absorption equation
which is reduced by Danckwert's transformation [31] P(Z, t)=p(L t) exp(-7t) to the diffusion equation for the probability density p(r, t) of stable particles
Under certain circumstances [31, 32] , solutions of (A.1) can he obtained from solutions of (A.2) for the same spatial boundary conditions. In order to have D and ~ independent of r and t, we express the original problem as the superposition of three subproblems described by (A.1) with the following conditions : I) Region B(O<r<a); D=0, Y=YB,/3(L0)=constant II) Region R(a<r<b); D+0, Y=L, O(2,0)=constant, ~=0 at r=a and 0/3 = 0 at r = b. Or III) As II but with Y=Yw Sub-problems II and III (which describe fractions ~b and 1-q S, respectively, of the particles originally present in R) are both derived from the same solution of (A.2), and for brevity only a single corresponding solution of (A.1) will be given, from which the solution of the original problem is easily recoverable. The number of unstable particles in R at time t is given by Xv/~,+a,] (A.14)
If the rhs of (A.14) is regarded as defining a function f(t, ,/), then the distinction between sub-problems II and III is correctly recovered by writing
n(t) = Of(t, 7s) + (1 -O)f(t, VR), (A. 15)
which on expansion yields (4) and (5).
